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Abstract: This paper describes a communication platform for the middleware nanodata processing. This communication 
platform is based on a hierarchized protocol, called the Communication Management Nanolayer (CmNA), which is a layer 
of the ARMNANO middleware. ARMNANO is an autonomic architecture, which defines mechanisms to deliver proper 
services from nanostructures in smart environments, using nanodevices such as nanosensors and nanoactuators. In this paper 
is described the CmNA layer, which is composed of 3 classes that are, the Protocol Management System, the Ontology of 
the Physical Communication Management and the Abnormal Situation Detection Mechanism. Our proposal can be used in 
contexts like smart cities, Internet of Things, and Internet of NanoThings. In this sense, we demonstrated the applicability 
of CmNA in two case studies in the context of medical care. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

Nanotechnology is evolving rapidly nowadays. It involves the 
synergy of different fields such as informatics, nanomaterials, 
and communication systems, among others [1]. The 
nanotechnology has enabled the introduction of nanodevices, 
with sensing, action, processing and communication 
capabilities. The network of communication of nanodevices is 
a nanonetwork that can accomplish complex tasks, such as 
health monitoring. 

Data processing and transmission at the nanoscale pose big 
challenges. On one hand, it is a difficult task to adapt the 
complex circuitry with transistors, logic circuits, capacitors, 
memories, etc. to nanodevices, due to the size and possible 
signal overlapping [2]. By the other hand, data transmission 
responds to different rules at the nanosize, due to difficulties in 
resonation. It has generated innovative communication 
protocols, such as the Electromagnetic Communication (EMC) 
or the Molecular Communication (MC) [3]. Herein, it will be 
explained these aspects in the ARMNANO architecture, to 
provide services in a nanoscaled smart ambient. 

This paper proposes a nanocommunication management 
system, in order to manage the different communication 
protocols for data transmission and logical treatment of the sent 
data through the nanodevices deployed in a smart environment 
(AmI). Previously, we have proposed a reflective middleware 

for the management of nanodevices in AmI, called 
ARMNANO, in which several elements were defined. The 
Communication Management Layer (called CmNA) is one of 
them, which must provide the management of the 
communication platform, in order to collaborate with the 
autonomy, connectivity, and self-adaptive properties of 
ARMNANO [4]. In this sense, CmNA must essentially filter, 
route, and transfer the data between the nano-devices in the 
AmI, and mainly provide communication services for the Data 
Analysis Tasks of ARMNANO, carried out by its Data Analysis 
Smart System (DASS). 

Particularly, we use the abstraction that is provided by the agent 
theory (which allows defining specialized structures, such as 
nanodevices), for the processes of monitoring at the nanoscale, 
sending information at the molecular level, synchronization of 
nanodevices, self-detecting of nano-failures, among other 
aspects, in order to define the CmNA, as a crucial part of the 
ARMNANO architecture. 

In previous works have been proposed communication 
platforms for the nanodevices. Section II carries out a 
description of some of these works, based on their nanonetwork 
characteristics and their elements. CmNA is a crucial layer of 
the ARMNANO middleware. It aims to transmit the data 
between the nanodevices deployed in an AmI, for which is 
required the data processing, the information routing, the data 
authentication, among other services. This a novelty respect to 
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previous publications since it is based on autonomic properties, 
in order to connect the nanodevices. 

The organization of this paper includes related works. At the 
Section III is presented the theoretical communication 
framework in a typical nano-context architecture. Also, this 
Section presents ARMNANO, the reflective middleware for the 
management of nanodevices in an AmI. In Section IV is 
described the physical management system of CmNA and its 
different components. Section V focuses into the logical 
management system of CmNA. Last Section states the 
definition of the case studies and how can be used CmNA in 
them. 

II. RELATED WORKS 

Nanosensors and Nanoactuators are devices that need to 
cooperate and interchange information for the synchronization 
of their tasks at the nanolevel. This is even more crucial when 
these nanostructured nodes are inside the body, at such cases, 
they mainly communicate horizontally (peer-to-peer) and with 
the exterior (information travelling in-to-out the body). It 
requires to set nanonetworks that properly connect a nanoscale 
mesh with the Internet capabilities to send and receive data [3], 
or to invoke the terahertz band [5]. 

The terahertz band communication is mainly based in the 
Electromagnetic Communication within nanodevices. It 
presents advantages such as a broader bandwidth transmission, 
non-physical constraints interference, less-noised data 
channeling and more efficient connection within materials 
assembled at the nanolevel [6]. The terahertz band permits to 
overcome challenges presented in the classical communication, 
such as propagation modeling, modulation problems, etc. [7]. 
The CmNA architecture replicates the aforementioned 
advantages. Through CmNA it is decentralized the nanodata 
handling, improving the communication capabilities among the 
ARMNANO levels. 

Gubbi J. et al. [8] state that Wireless Sensor Networks (WSN) 
are the elegant and relevant element to the assembly of 
nanostructured platforms. In specific, the Internet of Things 
(IoT) represents an outstanding technology changing 
connection between persons and objects. The IoT represents the 
extension of the ubiquitous computing, which is a field that 
incise directly in the nanotechnology field to generate an on 
time proper detection, as well as the command execution with 
independence and accurateness. 

Akyildiz et al. [9] have introduced the Internet of Nanothings 
(IoNT) concept, as a general architecture for EMC device. They 
describe the components more suitable for nanoscale 
communication, focusing on graphene-based nanoantennas, 
which are most efficient in the terahertz band. Also, they define 
how to do the channel modeling, information encoding, and 
novel routing protocols, as well as services that would be 
required for EM-based nanocommunication. This approach 
had, however, issues related to path loss and noise, resulting 
from molecular absorption. 

Elsewhere, Akyildiz et al. [10] present the description of the 
nano-communication protocols, ranging from the 
electromagnetic to the molecular approaches, showing the 
inherent advantages of each one. Among the possible 

nanonetwork architectures, they analyze the intrabody networks 
and their links with the IoT. Inside of the nanodevices-based 
architectures, the authors include nano-nodes, nano-routers, 
nano-microinterface devices, and gateways, which in 
conjunction establish the integral functionality at the 
architecture. This model constitutes a reference for the CmNA 
definition. 

In [11] is analyzed the interconnection of multimedia nano-
devices with existing communication networks, and defines a 
communication paradigm, called the Internet of Multimedia 
Nano-Things (IoMNT). The paper presents the state of the art 
and major research challenges in the IoMNT, in terms of 
multimedia data and signal processing, physical layer solutions 
for terahertz band communication and protocols for the IoMNT, 
propagation modeling, etc. They propose a novel QoS-aware 
cross-layer communication module, access control techniques, 
neighbor discovery and routing mechanisms, addressing 
schemes, and security solutions, for the IoMNT. 

In [12], the authors analyze two major challenges to implement 
the IoNT paradigm, the definition of the data collection and 
routing mechanism in nanonetworks, and the design of a 
middleware that connects to nanonetworks with conventional 
microsensors. Also, they define the requirements to extend 
current communication management systems to support the 
IoNT, as well as some IoNT applications. 

Chude-Okonkwo et al. [13] present a survey about targeted drug 
delivery (TDD) within the Domain of MC. They describe how 
MC-based TDD concepts differ from traditional TDD in the 
field of medical science. They present a taxonomy of the 
different aspects. Also, they present models and requirements 
for developing MC-based TDD systems. The clinical 
implementation is highlighted and its software tools, as well as 
the standards and regulatory policies in their practical contexts. 

In [14], they propose the design of a mobile ad hoc molecular 
nanonetwork (MAMNET) with electrochemical communi-
cation. MAMNET consists of mobile nanodevices and info-
stations that share nanoscale information using electrochemical 
communication. Additionally, they propose an analytical model 
to examine the effect of mobility into the performance of 
electrochemical-based communication. 

In the field of MC, in [15] is proposed an approach of 
communication between nanodevices using bacteria 
communication nanonetworks. This is possible due to the 
bacteria properties: 1. Biased motility toward the destination 
through chemotaxis process, and 2. The ability to transfer 
genetic information using bacterial conjugation. In this paper, 
they propose an opportunistic routing process in bacteria 
communication network based on these two properties. The 
paper scrutinizes classical metrics used in communication 
networks, such as the average delay and the number of 
messages. 

In [16], the authors analyze the integration of the 
communication and networking functionalities in the MC, in 
order to utilize these natural systems to create an artificial 
biocompatible communication network that can interconnect 
nanodevices in different parts of the body with the cloud, which 
they have called the Internet of BioNanothings (IoBNT). In this 
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sense, they present a nanonetwork approach for cellular tissue 
based on the Ca2+ signaling process. They highlight the 
performance of the Ca2+ signaling-based molecular 
communication system for cellular tissue, in different contexts. 

In [17], the authors propose a health monitoring ubiquitous 
approach in situ, where the nanodevices can be connected 
through the Internet, or either, the terahertz band. Elkheir et al. 
[17] propose a nanodevices-based middleware comprising 
essentially the application layer; in which occur the 
measurement, the transport layer; which control the noise in the 
channeled data, the network layer; where all the connections 
and communication protocols are selected, and the MAC/PHY 
layer; where the coding and data analysis are join. 

In general, engineering biological nanostructures can connect 
biocompatible organs inside the human body [10], and allow 
information carriers to transport themselves. They are DNA, 
RNA, aminoacids, proteins, cells, or nucleotides. Nano-adapted 
devices can be embedded into the body and communicate the 
changes between them, or to external units (outbound 
communication) that process the signal, and generate orders in 
return. 

The communication in this context is an open domain of 
research that our CmNA approach takes into consideration. The 
communication at the nanostructure level is a crucial area to 
develop, in order to fuse it with informatics platforms, such as 
ARMNANO. The pertinence of this publication relies on the 
nano-communication platform developed in the CmNA layer. 

III. THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK 

A. Bases of the Nanocommunication 

Nanocommunication refers specifically to the information 
transmission among nano-devices or nano-objects. For the 
interconnection of nanodevices is required a nanonetwork or 
nanoscale-based network, which extend the capabilities of a 
single nanodevice, both in terms of complexity and range of 
operation, by allowing them to coordinate, share, and fuse 
information. Nanonetworks are necessary for the application of 
the nanotechnology in different domains, such as biomedical 
and industrial applications, among others. The classical 
communication paradigms for communication in the nanoscale 
are: 

1) Electromagnetic Communication (EMC): it is based on 
the transmission and reception of electromagnetic radiation 
from the nanodevices. In general, this kind of communication 
occurs based on the transmission of a wave, which find a proper 
transceiver in the Terahertz band. Some examples of nanoscale 
electronics are nanobatteries, nano-memories, nano-antennas, 
and nanoscale energy harvesting systems. From the 
communication perspective, the properties of the nanomaterials 
define the specific bandwidths for emission of electromagnetic 
radiation, the time lag of the emission, among other things. 
Mainly, there are two alternatives for electromagnetic 
communication in the nanoscale, according to how is generated 
the wave in the Terahertz band to resonate at this level: 

 Nanoradio, which is an electromechanical carbon nanotube 
that can decode an amplitude or frequency modulated wave. 

In this way, it is possible to receive and demodulate an 
electromagnetic wave. 

 Nanoantennas, graphene-based nanodevice that act as 
transceivers in the Terahertz band. 

In this sense, the information is transmitted in packages similar 
to the principles of the photoelectric effect. 

2) Molecular Communication (MC): it is a communication 
paradigm that uses biochemical signaling to achieve 
information exchange among naturally and artificially 
synthesized nanosystems. In general, MC carries the 
transmission and reception of information by means of 
molecules. There are different molecular communication 
techniques according to the type of molecule propagation. 

 In flow-based molecular communication, the molecules 
propagate through diffusion in a fluidic medium. The 
hormonal communication through blood is an example of 
this type of propagation. 

 In walkway-based molecular communication, the 
molecules propagate through pre-defined pathways by 
using carrier substances, such as molecular motors (they are 
biological molecular machines that are the agents of 
movement in living organisms. Some examples are the 
myosins, the dynamism, and the RNA polymerase) and 
bacteria. 

 In diffusion-based molecular communication, the 
molecules propagate through spontaneous diffusion in a 
fluidic medium. Some examples of diffusion-based 
architectures are the calcium signaling between cells, the 
quorum sensing among bacteria, or the pheromone 
communication in a fluidic medium, such as water, or air. 

In general, for the nanodata transmission, the communication 
platforms necessitate to fit the following conditions:  

 Straightforward Functionality: the structure must 
accomplish the simple task of transmission, without the 
intention of affording a secondary task. In order to do that, 
the platform requires of nanorouters that are data transmitter 
channels (no saving information or treating it in any form), 
leaving the nanosensors and nanoactuators to carry out their 
crucial tasks. They represent devices that route the 
information between nanodevices in the AmI. Additionally, 
it requires of microgateway units, which route and 
authenticate the information in an appropriate fashion. 

 Overcoming Physical Barriers of the AmI: data have to 
travel against these physical constraints, avoiding noise and 
decreasing uncertainty. For example, in the context of 
human beings, typically possesses organs, tissue, cell walls, 
dynamic fluids, such as blood, fatty, water, or different 
gradient solutions, which must be considered by a 
nanocommunication platform. 

 Synchronicity: nanodevices always act in a group, this is, it 
means that they proceed in a synchronization fashion. Thus, 
the nanorouter that selects the channel to transmit the 
information to the appropriate nanodevice, must guarantee 
it. 
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B. ARMNANO 

The ARMNANO architecture is a multilayer architecture that 
provides services for nanodevices in an AmI, hence offering the 
ubiquity, real monitoring, interconnecting, self-learning, as key 
properties that enrich its performance [4]. 

ARMNANO architecture is organized in two levels [4] (see 
Figure 1): the base level and the meta level. In addition, 

ARMNANO has a transversal structure, called the Data 
Analysis Smart System (DASS), which is in charge of 
performing data analysis tasks using nano-data, delivering 
appropriate services to the real place in real time, for the 
different agents in the AmI. Nevertheless, the platform as a 
whole is decentralized and autonomic, in order to allow the self-
configuration for the data transmission and commands delivery.  

 

 

Figure 1: ARMNANO Architecture  [4]

The base-level, named NSAPL, contains the physical devices 
in the AmI, such as the nanodevices and the microgateway. 
Then, the abstract views of the nanodevices in the NSAPL layer 
are deployed as logical agents, called NaS and NaA. 
Additionally, at the meta-level ARMNANO has 5 layers, which 
are MMAL, CmNA, SML, CAL, and OEL, that provide 
services respect to context characterization, cloud connection, 
among other things. 

We describe briefly each layer in ARMNANO as follows. 

1) Nanosensor and Nanoactuator Physical Layer (NSAPL): 
in this layer are deployed the nanosensors (NS), nanoactuators 
(Nac), nanorouters, and microgateway. 

 Nanosensor (NS): it refers to the nanodevices that perform 
the measurement. 

 Nanoactuator (Nac): it refers the nanodevices that receive 
the command to execute in situ, at the structure in that it 
deploys. 

 Nanorouters (Ro): these are the nanodevices that control the 
information routing and organize the data transmission 
chain. 

 Microgateway (Mc): this is the unit to authenticate the 
information from nanosensores. Thus, it decides if the data 
pass to the upper layer in the architecture, or on the contrary 

the nanosensor node has to perform a new measurement. At 
this level the iterations will continue till a certified value is 
approved. 

2) Nanosensor Logical Management Layer (NSLL): it is 
composed of the logical view (it is an abstraction) of each NS 
agent in NSAPL. 

3) Nanoactuator Logical Management Layer (NAcLL): it 
holds the abstractions of each Nac agent defined in NSAPL. 

4) MAS Management Layer (MMAL): it is a multi-agent 
architecture with the agents AMA, CCA and DMA defined 
previously [18][19][20], which manage the community of 
agents. 

5) Communication Management Nanoagent (CmNA): it 
addresses the control the communication protocols and the 
authentication protocols to the nanoscale. This layer represents 
the core of this publication. 

6) Service Management Layer (SML): it connects the Multi-
agents (MAS) and service-oriented application (SOA) 
paradigms. It is a crucial layer to deploy web services (for more 
details about this layer, see [21]). 

7) Context Awareness Layer (CAL): it deploys context-
based services pointing to context discovery, modeling, and 
reasoning (for more details about this layer, see [21]). 
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8) Ontological Emergence Layer (OEL): it defines a set of 
services to allow the emergence of ontologies (for more details 
about this layer, see [21]). 

As aforementioned, this paper defines the CmNA layer. CmNA 
covers all the aspects related to the data transmission involving 
the nanodevices, such as the NS, NA and Ro, coupled among 
them, to deploy the capabilities of the NSAPL layer at 
ARMNANO. In addition, microgateway is the processing unit 
located upon the nanorouter, which assures the logical 
significance of data measured in the nanosensors. Thus, CmNA 
is a crucial and a novel layer in a middleware involving the 
component nano. Figure 2 illustrates the different elements of 
the CmNA layer. In the following Sections, we describe these 
components of CmNA. 

 
Figure 2: Components of the CmNA 

IV. PHYSICAL COMMUNICATION MANAGEMENT 

In this Section, we describe the different components of the 
physical layer of CmNA. 

A. Communication Protocol Management System 

CmNA layer is in charge of defining the communication 
protocol, according to the detection mechanisms required in a 
given moment in the AmI. The nanosensors work in a hybrid 
paradigm, sometimes to detect a focused target (accumulation) 
or a dispersed target (relaxation), and the protocol must change 
to support this ability. Thus, the Communication Protocol 
Management System must have the capability to switch the 
protocol according to the detection mode required in situ. To do 
this, it is based on the next elements: 

 Nanosensor and Nanoactuator Behavior: these devices 
carry out a single operation. They are in charge of 
measuring or execution. To this end, the nanosensors 
perform a single operation to make the detection. In the case 
of nanoactuators, they have a mechanism to destroy (fatty 
or coagula), to order (cells, nucleotides or proteins) or to 

command (bacteria or microorganism migration, in-and-out 
motion to a cell). 

 Nanorouter: graphene-based devices ranging the nanoscale 
in charge of selecting the less trafficked microgateway unit. 

 A Protocol Selection Mechanism: it is based on a switching 
procedure that detects the in-situ context of the place in 
which is performed the measurement, in order to select the 
Communication Protocol: EMC or MC. It selects the 
protocol according to a spectrophotometry method 
launched in the context of the target, the source of the target, 
or either the organelles at which the target is located. To 
determine this, it defines a spatial standard deviation of the 
above structures, which define two states: 

 Accumulated Context (Focused System): for this case 
the spatial standard deviation is below the 0,1 
threshold. Then, it selects the EMC protocol. 

 Relaxed Context (Dispersed System): for this case the 
spatial standard deviation is above the 0,1 threshold. 
Then, it selects the MC protocol. 

 A Communication Protocol Monitor: it starts after the 
communication protocol is selected, either EMC or MC. It 
can change the protocol in runtime using a similar rule to 
the used by the selection mechanism. 

Note that in the case of the EMC protocol, the nanosensors 
measure, but in the case of the MC protocol, the nanosensor is 
a gateway (see Figure 3). That is, a typical NS node will possess 
a hybrid function. In autonomic platforms, this task is crucial 
since this switching must be performed with no human 
intervention. Thus, a NS node must be adaptable to the context, 
which contributes to the complete autonomy and 
decentralization of the architecture. 

 
Figure 3: Hybrid Communication Protocol. Switching among EMC 

vs MC 

It is possible to distinguish several steps of the Communication 
Protocol Management System: 
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 Observation: the nanosensors acting locally are enabled to 
implement the spectrophotometry method, to describe the 
target respect to the dispersion level. 

 Adjustment: since the target distribution is not steady, 
nanosensors can determine a new dispersion level locally to 
cover the target, which must define a new communication 
protocol adjusted in real time. 

 Execution: the measurement is made. The EMC model 
typically involves electronical transitions at the terahertz 
frequency range, which are not interfered by physical 
barriers. The MC model considers nanosensors as 
gateways, so it allows the target passage. 

B. Ontology of the Physical Communication Management 
Level 

The CmNA layer requires an ontology, in order to allow the 
interchange of messages for communication tasks among the 
nanorouters, nanosensors, and nanoactuators. This ontology is 
based on the ARMNANO ontology, which is being described 
in other work, and is shown in the Figure 4. The CmNA layer 
instances this ontology, in order to allow the communication. 

 

Figure 4: ARMNANO Ontology 

The main concepts of this ontology used by this layer are: the 
devices that describe the different components of the CmNA 
layer (like the sensors, routers, etc.), the “activity” and “domain 
Activity” concepts that describe the process of nano-
communication, and the “variable” and “users” concepts that 
describe the nano-environment (nanodata, etc.). 

C. Information Organization System 

In general, NS and NA send discrete packages of information 
in the form of: 

NS  NA 
[Ro1 ; V1 ; T1]  [Ro2 ; F1 ; T2] 
[Ro1 ; V2 ; T1 ] and [Ro2 ; F2; T2] 
[Ro1 ; V3 ; T1]  [Ro2 ; F3; T2] 

…  … 
[Roi ; Vi ; T1]  [Roj ; Fj ; T2] 

 

The packages of information are multiple triplets [Roi, Vi, Tk], 
where Roi is informed by NS; Vi is the sensed variable, and Tk 
is the instant of time. Several successive instants T describe a 
continuous fact. In the case of NA node, the triplet is formed by 
[Roj, Fj, Th], where Fj, refers to the feedback within the 
connection NA-Roj. Each package represents the reporting of a 
variable V, to the same Ro, in a given instant of a single 
nanodevice. 

Data values are typically sent in this format to the Mc unit. Once 
all the NSs have reported, then the authentication is applied to 
the data in this specific node, as it will be explained in Section 
V. Thus, each node reports a single authenticated value at an 
instant T. In this sense, it is possible to see a contextual reality 
from different nodes at different instants T, which for sure 
generate a higher volume of data, but with a decentralized data 
management as ARMNANO, make affordable this multi-
perspective approach. 

In this way, the NaS and NaA agents, which host the statistical 
tools to apply in the authentication of the information, have the 
information well organized, such that the agents can exert their 
capabilities in a proper fashion. Each statistical function is 
represented as f(Vn or Fn), and the idea is to determine if the 
data correspond statistically to the studied context. If it 
corresponds, then the data is sent to DASS (see Figure 5). 

 
Figure 5: Contextualization of the Data 

D. Abnormal Situation Detection Mechanism 

Due to that the middleware is autonomous, it requires to 
evaluate the connection of the different components in the 
NSAPL layer. For that, CmNA uses a reference signal that 
permits testing, comparing an entry signal VS an outgoing 
signal. This assures that every component is indeed available 
and connected (wired or non-wired). The entry signal is 
transmitted by pulses. A pulsed signal corresponds to the 
features of a numerical value or wave shaped signal at a certain 
frequency of time. The sent pulse allows the following: 

 Test that the intensity and magnitude of the entry signal to 
match the output signal. 

 Assure that the range of working for the components is 
operationally correct. 

 Confirm if the nanodevices are connected or not. 

The test of the operational state of the CmNA components starts 
at the Mc unit. A pulse-after-pulse is sent up to NS or NA. If 
these nanodevices recognize the pulse signal, then they answer 
as is expected. This is translated as Mc, Ro, NA and NS are 
properly connected and working. In order to track and detect a 
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failure, it is required to define a task assignation for the 
components of CmNA (see Figure 6). 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Figure 6: Task Assignation of the Components of CmNA for a 
Communication Failure Detection 

Each of the components at Figure 5 possess a pulse-sending 
mechanism, so they push the signal into Mc, which act here, as 
a receiver. Therefore, Mc act here as transceiver (transmitter 
and receiver) and analyzer of the signal, the node NA or NS act 
uniquely as transmitter, as well as Ro. The Abnormal Situation 
Detection Mechanism (ASDM) uses the following rules to 
determine if there is a failure: 

1. If NS sends a pulse and Mc receives, then it is supposed 
that every component is ok. 

2. If Mc does not receive the pulse from NS. Additionally, if 
Ro sends a pulse to Mc and Mc receives it, then it is 
supposed that NS has a fail but the rest of the components 
are ok. 

3. If Mc does not receive the pulse of Ro, then nor NS not Ro 
are operative. So, Mc orders to the NaS agent migrates to 
another NS node with its Ro, and the verification process 
is executed again. 

V. LOGICAL COMMUNICATION MANAGEMENT 

The final objective is a CmNA layer that decentralizes the 
middleware execution. CmNA layer must facilitate two aspects: 
1. A decentralized Data Transmission and 2. A decentralized 
Data Authentication. The physical communication 
management level allows the decentralization of the data 
transmission (see Section IV), and in this Section, we present 
the decentralized of the data authentication in CmNA. 

The logical management of the data collected from the 
nanodevices is performed at the CmNA in order to authenticate 
them, because it has to send truthful information to DASS. In 
this sense, the autonomic platform assures the numerical value 
is indeed characterizing the reality. In this Section, we aim to 
clarify the recognition and authentication of the data that have 
been generated at the NS and NA nodes. DASS resides in a 
physical unit or in the cloud, in order to carry out data analytics 
tasks (DASS will be treated in an upcoming publication). 
Herein is specified the logical behavior in Mc. 

A. Data Authentication at the Statistical Domain 

Statistical assessment is crucial to the data certification [22]. As 
ARMNANO is an autonomic system, it will validate the data to 
assure it corresponds to a description of the observed object. 
The system recognizes the values to be statistically accurate. 

Statistical treatment includes the Standard Deviation (SD) and 
Relative error (Ev). Particularly, these functions are necessary 
because a NS node will iteratively measure Vi, up to the 
authentication of it. 

The statistical analysis will ensure precision and exactitude in 
a dataset. The more the amount of measurements of Vi, the 
greater the confidence in the nanodata assessment. Statistics are 
constantly applied to Vi in the NaS or NaA agents (see Figure 
4). So, at the time when SD and Ev have a valid value, then Vi 
is statistically validated. For this purpose, the statistical frame 
of authentication of Vi, [Vi ± ∆V] have to accomplish the 2 
conditions below [23]: 

	 ,							 0.1                                           (1) 

	 ,											 5%                                           (2) 

A SD below 0.1 means that the nanosensor is observing the 
same value (statistically, it is assured the precision is high). 
Furthermore, if Ev is below 5%, then Vi is near to its typical 
measured values in the observed target, which indicates a high 
exactitude. In this context, the value Vi is authenticated when 
precision and exactitude are high. 

In particular, at this stage will exist an iterative cycle in which 
the dataset is proved to be descriptive of the observed reality. 

B. Data Authentication at the Mathematical Domain 

At CmNA, the mathematical domain is carried out to 
complement the statistical assessment aforementioned. CmNA 
layer must permit the formulation of the following questions: 
Does the data guarantee the description of real organs? Are the 
values truthful? For a correct response to these questions, it is 
necessary a new concept, called Object Logical Recognition 
(OLR). The OLR defines a set of mathematical operations 
applied to the data collected in a Mc. These mathematical 
operations are executed at the layer NSLL and NAcLL through 
their agents. They are [22][24][25][26][27]: 

 Outranged Behavior: the magnitude for each variable have 
a normal oscillation, described by the measurements 
performed during a long-time range. Going beyond the 
range, is known as outranged behavior, and is translated as 
a failure. Outranged Behavior (OB) can be defined 
mathematically as, 

                                           ⋮                                         (3) 

This equation establishes the normal behavior (oscillation) 
of the variable , within the limits 	and . OB(x) 

indicates authentication when the observed value Vi 
oscillates between the range X0 and Xf. 

 Banded Activities: mathematically talking, the performance 
is parameterized within a down and an upper limit. It can be 
used from an outsider to oblige to a given structure to 
behave accordingly to a standard, or simply to adapt. This 
is important in a human system that possess flexibility and 
adaptability capabilities. Both features can be used for 
instance, to an unpredicted change or simply, to induce an 

Pulse 

Pulse 

NS; measure 

   Ro; address 

Mc; authenticate 
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organ to behave properly when facing novel surrounding 
conditions. Banded Activities (BA) can be defined 
mathematically as 

                                          ⋮                                           (4) 

This equation establishes the limit values of the variable 
. BA(x) indicates authentication when the observed value 

is within the range Xi and Xf. Note that, OB(x) and BA(x) 
describe different things. They are essentially differentiated 
based on the amount of data collected. OB(x) is a short-term 
memory determined by the current context, meanwhile 
BA(x) is the description of the variable in a long term, 
referred to a period between 3 to 6 months monitoring. 

 Trending: The output data sent for authentication can hold 
patterns or repeated values, so it can form an object 
awareness at the logical level. This object awareness can be 
employed to define a target, to know the evolution of the 
system, etc. Trending (Tr), can be defined mathematically 
as 
                                 			lim

→
                                   (5) 

It represents the tendency of Vi at the time. For instance, 
people reach the maximum height at 21 years old, thus Vi 
represents the people's height when X tends to 21, and Tr(T) 
describes the tendency of the human height. Tr(T) indicates 
authentication when the observed value Vi is below Vi(T), 
where Vi(T) is the maximum possible value for this variable 
in the time line. 

The functions in the mathematical domain aim to formulate the 
typical behaviors in a given context. 

VI. CASE STUDIES 

Herein will be analyzed 2 cases of study to demonstrate the 
capabilities of CmNA in the health area. In ARMNANO, the 
monitoring is carried out in an autonomic fashion, with self-
corrective actions and a smart data treatment. These features 
conjugate the advantages of non-invasive nanostructures 
diagnosis and actions (through nanosensores and 
nanoactuators), and the smart data authentication deployed in 
the Mc unit. The potential of ARMNANO can be observed in 
the health area, to contribute in personalized medicine, 
automatic diagnosis, remote patient’s treatment, and low-cost 
medicine. 

A. Context 

The general scenario deals with a person involved in a traffic 
accident that holds multiple injuries and traumatisms along the 
body. ARMNANO is deployed in order to diagnose properly 
the condition of the individual. Due to injuries are of different 
magnitude and danger, is necessary based on the flexibility of 
our middleware, to adapt at the context and provide solutions 
autonomously. To this end, is required to inject the NS nodes 
that sensible to detect inflammation and infection level. 

There are 2 groups of nanosensores injected, identified as NS1 
and NS2, that will be in charge of monitoring the gravity at each 

leg. In this group is added a third node, identified as NS3, in 
charge of monitoring at the upper Section of the individual, 
such as neck and head, to analyze lesions in there. In this sense, 
it is assembled a network of 3 nodes which are not conscious 
among them, but that provide complementary information to 
diagnose the individual status. 

An external observation is also used, to monitor fixed variables 
in this injured patient.  Externally, it is measured the body 
temperature, the body heat distribution and the blood pressure. 

 Body Temperature signals if there is an infection process at 
the individual, due to the multiple wounds [28]. 

 Body Heat Distribution signals the evolution of the 
inflammation and the distribution of the coagula alongside 
the body. It determines the recovery of the skin and internal 
tissue affected by the blood migration [29]. 

 Blood Pressure regulates the normal performance of the 
body, respect to the lost amount of blood. This variable 
represents the oxygen bomb to keep active the body that 
work in a regular fashion in each individual [30]. 

B. 1st Scenario 

There are 3 NS nodes describing the evolution in this scenario, 
which essentially monitor in it. Respect to the condition 
mentioned above, the main injuries to be monitored will be 
tracked with NS1, NS2 (at the legs) and NS3 (at the head). The 
form to capture data is represented as, 

NS1                    ;  
 

Ro 

NS2                   ;  
 

Ro 

NS3                  ;  
 

Ro 

The sensors monitoring at each instant T, reports to Ro. In 
general, NS agent node informs Ro agent, and it sends the 
value to NaS agent. This last agent applies the statistical and 
mathematical analysis, to authenticate the data. If the data are 
authenticated, then it is sent to DASS, on the contrary, NaS 
sends observe again to Ro agent, and Ro agent sends measure 
again to the NS agent (see Figure 7). 

 
Figure 7: CmNA Deployment at the 1st Scenario 
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Due to the length of the leg, the selected communication 
protocol should correspond to the MC mode. Therefore, 
nanosensors NS1 and NS2 arrange in a dispersed fashion to act 
as gateways, and detect the gradient variation in the target (see 
Figure 7). 

Note that NS1 is assigned to the left leg, and NS2 to the right 
leg, and they are distributed alongside each leg to communicate 
the gradient of histamine. The deployment of NS1 and NS2 obey 
to the dispersion of the wounds along the legs. NS1 and NS2 will 
report the gradient of histamine circulating in veins and arteries 
in the legs. The greater this level, the more advanced the 
inflammation. Thus, the information coming from NS1 and NS2 
will be classified by DASS as low, moderate, overloaded. In 
this case study, it is supposed as moderate at both NSs. This 
means the existence of certain alarm, given the inflammation. 

For the purpose of NS3, it must determine the situation locally, 
thus the communication protocol is EMC at the terahertz band 
(accumulated context). NS3 reports the head's condition. The 
information at NS1, NS2, NS3 can be collected in parallel. NS3 
can report different measures of different instants of time, 

NS3: [0.606, 0.696, 0.645, 0.689, 0.701, 0.652] ppb ; Ro3 

The typical value of the histamine level is 0.617 ppb (part per 
billion) [31][32][33][34]. CmNA can carry out the statistical 
treatment of this information (see Table I). At the Table II is 
established the characterization of the measurement for NS3 for 
an interval of time. Given that SD<0.1 and Ev<5%, then 
Vi=[0.665 ; 0.064] is authenticated. So, this value is sent to 
DASS (see Figure 5). 

Table I: Statistical Characterization of NS3 
Statistics to NS3 Magnitude 

Average (A) 0.665 ppb
Absolute Error (∆Vn) 0.064 ppb

Relative Error (Ev) 4.7 % 
Standard Deviation (SD) 0.037 ppb

OLRs to NS3  
Outranged Behavior (OB) ⋮ .

.  

Banded Activity (BA) ⋮ .
.  

Trending (Tr) lim
→

0.671 

 
Also, Table I signals that the values for BA, that is ranged 
similar to OB, includes the value Vi in it. And Tr(T) was 
determined as 0.671, which is above the Vi. So, the 
measurement at NS3 can be approved by the OLR assessment, 
that is, Vi is authenticated. 

According to the above mentioned, it has been tested the 
properties of the CmNA platform to provide the communication 
management of nanostructures in a flexible and adaptable 
health monitoring application. Similar achievements can be 
performed in contexts like smart cities, military sector or 
transportation. 

CmNA can detect a failure when is transmitted the information. 
For that, it uses the rules defined in its detection mechanism 
(see Section IV). The detection mechanism carries out an 
analysis of the available resources analyzing the [Device, task] 
correlation. In our case, we suppose that the NS1 does not send 

signals to Mc, but it receives pulses from Ro1. In this case, the 
second rule is activated to determine that there is a failure in the 
NS1 nanosensor. In this way, it can determine if the failure is in 
one of the NS nodes, of the nanorouter or microgateway, in 
which case, it migrates to a parallel device in an autonomous 
fashion, or request external human intervention. 

C. 2nd Scenario 

In this scenario is added an outside monitoring at the individual, 
using nanosensors at a smart room to monitor variables such as, 
the Body Temperature, the Body Heat Distribution and the 
Blood Pressure (see Figure 7). Table II shows the values 
measured at the instant T with the outside nanosensors. 

 

Table II: Typical Measurements Performed at the Instant t with 
Outside Nanosensors 

Statistics to NS3 Magnitude 
Body Temperature (37 ± 1)°C

Body heat Distribution Extremities (heat distributed) and  
Head (heat localized) have  
become abnormally high.

Blood Pressure 70 (diastolic) - 110 (systolic)
 
The outside nanosensors measure in parallel to NS1, NS2, NS3, 
making a complementary information, in order to represent a 
proper characterization. 

The Figure 8 shows the deployment of CmNA in this case. 
There is not a switch of the communication protocol, because 
the outside nanosensor uses an external communication 
protocol to communicate its information. Additionally, the data 
authentication is carried out using both approaches, statistical 
and mathematical, in the agent that represents this new 
nanosensor. In this way, the platform couples the internal 
sensing (1st case) with the external sensing (2nd case). Thus, 
CmNA proposes a decentralized approach to the deployment of 
the overall architecture. 

 
Figure 8: CmNA Deployment at the 2nd Scenario 
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VII. CONCLUSION 

At the present paper, it has been detailed the deployment of the 
CmNA of the ARMNANO middleware. This layer selects the 
proper communication protocol according to the characteristics 
of the dispersion level of the context. Thus, the communication 
protocol can be based on molecular labels, or simply be 
supported by the electromagnetic spectrum, sending pulses at 
either infrared or UV band. Particularly, CmNA allows that the 
sensors act as Nanosensors (Accumulated Context) or gateway 
(Relaxed Context), as a consequence of the Communication 
Protocol Switching, according to the EMC or MC model used. 

At CmNA, the logic agents NaS and NaA can authenticate the 
data based on statistical and mathematical approaches. They are 
complementary, which can improve the quality of the data. 
Additionally, the 1st and 2nd scenarios showed a 
complementarity among both, the 1st scenario aimed to 
highlight in situ detection, meanwhile 2nd scenario aimed the 
out-sensing. CmNA can manage both worlds in a transparent 
way. 

CmNA layer can act in a decentralized fashion, can detect 
failures, and provides just truthful data to the DASS unit, 
ensuring the autonomy of the architecture. In this sense, further 
works will include design the ontologies and the general 
services deployed in the DASS unit for the appropriate 
deployment in ARMNANO. As well, next publications will 
consider to develop the specific components of CmNA 
(Communication Protocol Management System, Abnormal 
Situation Detection Mechanism, Data Authentication 
mechanism), in order to define and to test different alternative 
of design in each case. 
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